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The apparatus used to measureocean reverberation at
24 kc consistsessentially of a sound projector which sends
a signal of adjustable duration into the water; a hydro-

phonewhich translatesthe backwardscatteredsoundinto
electricalvoltage; an amplifier which increasesthis voltage;
a cathode-ray oscillograph which converts voltage fluctuations into spot movements; and finally a camera which
records the movements on a moving film. Simple reverberation theory indicates (i) that reverberation level
increases 10 db with a tenfold increase of pulse length;
(ii) that volume reverberation level decreases20 db for a
tenfold increasein range; and (iii) that surface reverberation level decreases30 db for a tenfold increase in range.
At certain times and under certain conditions,presumably
when ocean conditions are those postulated by theory,
observedreverberation levels agree with theoretical values.
Such agreement, however, is relatively uncommon.Under
most conditions,deep scatteridglayers causevolume rever-

beration levels to depart markedly from simple theory;
also, a combination of refraction, wind, and other factors
causesa decrease in surface reverberation level with range
which is too rapid to be in agreement with simple theory.
When a sound beam is projected horizontally in deep
water, both surface and volume reverberation might be
expected. Under a rough sea and for rangesless than 500
yards, surface reverberation predominates over volume
reverberation. Beyond 1000 yards, even under a rough sea,
volume reverberation usually overshadowssurface reverberation. Also, for such long ranges, attenuation enters as

an import:ant
factorandcauses
the reverberation
levelto
fall off more rapidly than the rate predicted by simple
scattering. In shallow water, bottom reverberation (which
depends for its intensity on whether the bottom is rock,
sand, mud and sand, or mud) is the dominant part of the
observed reverberation.

INTRODUCTION

usually not heard, yet the reverberation may be
consideredas a blending of a large number of
sound after the sound source is cut off. This soechoes. Similarly, when a sound beam is procalled reverberation usually decreasesrapidly in jected into the ocean from a sound projector, a
intensity, for the soundenergy is dissipatedat the persistenceof sound is observedeither when the
surfaces, etc., where reflection takes place. As projector servesalso as a hydrophone,or when a
the sound drops in intensity, distinct echoesare separatehydrophoneis used. But sincethe ocean
* This paper is the report of part of the work undertaken is really not a closed volume like a room, the
by the University of California, Division of War Research, explanation of ocean reverberation and room
under contract OEMsr-30
with the Office of Scientific

Nmost
rooms
one
may
hear
apersistence
of

Researchand Development (Section 6.1, NDRC).

reverberation

must be different.
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FIG. 1, Beam pattern of the M-S units measured in the
plane parallel to the long dimension and perpendicular to
the diaphragm.

Fro. 2. Beton pattern of the M-S units measured in the
plane parallel to the short dimensionand perpendicular to
the diaphragm.

A sea with a perfectly flat surfaceand bottom
and free from internal "targets" which might
reflect sound could not in general return sound
to the hydrophone.Thus no reverberation would
be observed. But roughen the surface and the

operated by Navy officersand men. This ship,
having a displacement of approximately 300
tons, provided ample laboratory space and a
large, free area on the adjoining open fantail
deck.

bottom of the ocean, introduce into the water

air bubbles, suspendedsolid matter and organic
matter such as plankton and the fish which feed
on it, permit the thermal structure of the sea to
contain minute inhomogeneities, and these
"targets" might be expected to scatter back to
the hydrophone a large number of weak echoes

Projectors and Hydrophones

Two types of electroacoustic transducers
servedas projectorsand hydrophones.The earlier
phases of the work were conducted with an
identical pair of magnetostriction (M-S) units,
one used as projector, the other as hydrophone.
which would be observed as reverberation.
In later work, a piezoelectric (R-S) unit built
Such scattered soundis actually observed.The
of a mosaic of 45-degree, x cut rochelle salt
individual echoesoverlap, and, although marked
crystals was used both as projector and as
fluctuations of sound intensity are recorded, the
hydrophone--an automatic switching system
individual echoes are rarely observed as such.
accomplished the transfer from the driving
If long signals or pings (200 milliseconds) of
amplifier output to the receivingamplifier input
constant frequency sound are emitted by the
and back again.
projector, the reverberation, if renderedaudible
The active diaphragm of the M-S unit is
by heterodyne reception, has a musical tone;
rectangular
in shape with the length about 3.5
if shorter pings are projected, the tone heard
times
the
width.
The sound beam directivity
becomesrough and grating. In general, however,
reverberation in the sea is easily distinguished pattern in the plane parallel to the long dimenfrom

extraneous

noise.

This paper is a report of a study of the scattering of 24-kc sound in the sea conducted off
San Diego during 1941 and 1942--first a description of the equipment and apparatus and

then a presentationof thhory and experimental
results.

EQUIPMENT

Floating Laboratory
so
o

The experimental work was conducted aboard

a convertedyacht, the U.S.S. Jasper,which was

io
•o
ANGLE (DEGREES FROM SOUND SEAM AXIS)

$o

Fro. 3. Beam pattern of the R-S unit.
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sionand perpendicularto the diaphragmis shown
in Fig. 1. The pattern in the plane parallel to the
short dimension and perpendicular to the diaphragm is shown in Fig. 2. These units are
mounted either with the long or the short dimension horizontal, and the mounting provides
separate adjustments for angles of tilt and of
azimuth. The tilts of the projector and hydrophone are usually set at the same angle so that
the two beam patterns approximately coincide
in space.
The R-S unit is designed to have a conical
pattern of circularcrosssection.Its beampattern
is shown in Fig. 3.
Driving Systems
ß

The..driving system for the earlier M-S pro-

AND

RAITT

amplification giving a nominal output of 200
watts. The system was pulsed by making and
breaking the cathode return of the oscillator.
In later work the driving system consistedof
a 100-watt Class "A" amplifier. Excitation was
by meansof an external signalgenerator; keying
of this input to the power amplifier provided
the signal control.
Receiving System

The hydrophonewas connectedto a high gain,
low self-noise,tuned amplifier with an over-all'
electricalQ of about 20. The resonantfrequency,
23.5 kc, was chosen to coincide with the natural

resonant frequency of the M-S transducers.This
frequency also worked well for the R-S unit

which possesseda broad frequency response

jectorunit consisted
of a simpleself-excited
encompassing23.5 kc.
oscillatorfollowedby a singleclass"C" stage of

After the reception of the scattered sound

Fro.
4.Three
typical
reverberation
records,
A,t•3
• and
C,taken
inrapid
succession.
The
transmitted
signal
isshown

at a. At point b the .transducer
is connectedto
receiver;at ½,d, and e increases
in gain are effected.Attention is
calledto the markedfluctuationof the reverberation
amplitudein a givenrecordand to the amplitudevariationfrom
record to record.
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begins,the gain of the mnplifier is automatically
increased in three steps which are manually
preselectedfor both magnitude and sequence
interval. The gain change is accomplished by
successive removal

of shorts from sections of the

grid resistor of the secondstage (pentode). The
maximum possible gain change for all steps is
about 85 db. Usually a 20- to 25-db changeper
step is the maximum desired when a linear
voltage amplifier is usedand a recordingis made
on a cathode-ray screen.
All switching is accomplished by a motordriven system of adjustable cams, the cams
operating micro switches in control circuits.
Separate cam sectionscontrol: (i) the duration
of the emitted signal; (ii) switching of transducer
from

"transmit"

to "receive"

circuits

and back

again; (iii) the three stepsof gain change.
The amplified electrical signal from the hydrophone is applied to one pair of deflectingplates
of the cathode-ray tube and the resulting deflections are recorded on 3$-mm film running at
constant speed. A fork-controlled strobotron
flashing system with an optical arrangement
providestiming lineson the film for the accurate
determination of time intervals (Fig. 4).
PROCEDURES

AT

SEA

IN

THE

SEA
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on the cathode-ray screen. With gain changes
l>roperly set, a number of photographic records
are made in rapid successionin order to provide
a statistical sample with essentially constant
physical conditions(Fig. 4).
The data log includesentries which •night have
a bearing on the results: wind velocity, visual
estimate of the state of the sea, bathythermo-

gram showing temperature distribution with
depth, navigation position fix, time of day,
water depth, signalintensity as indicated by the
driving voltage or current, receiver amplifier gain
settings, and transducer orientations. All film
processing and data treatment are handled
ashore at the laboratory.
DEFINITI,ON

OF REVERBERATION LEVEL RL

Reverberation level, RL, as reported in this
paper has the definition,

/tœ= l0 •og(?/W•'),

where P is the electrical power generated in the
hydrophone circuit by the reverberation sound
and W is the power in the hydrophone circuit
when the hydrophonefacesthe projector driven
at operating level at a distanceof separation,d.
In an actual determination

of W the distance d

While reverberation measurements are being might be chosenunity but for the fact that the
made, the ship'spropulsionmachineryis stopped. radiation field is probably not well established
The transducer(s), with pre-set angles of down- at so short a distance from the projector. Conseward tilt, are loweredoversideto a chosendepth, quently, the measurementof W was made with
usually between ten and twenty feet. The d equal to four yards, a distancewhich placesthe
lowering is accomplished with a supporting hydrophonewell into the radiation field.
When a single transducer serves as both
manila line, a ship's boom, and a winch. The
projector
and hydrophone, W is obtained by
azimuth steering is accomplishedby the use of
using
an
additional
pair of transducers, neither
two manila lines attached, respectively, to the
of
which
need
be
calibrated,
or by using a single
two ends of the wooden beam which carries the
additional
transducer calibrated as both source
transducer mountings. The roll of the ship causes
and receiver.
some vertical rise and fall of the transducer(s) in
the water with consequent small deviations in
TREATMENT
OF DATA
both azimuth and tilt angles. However, the
Reverberation
levels are determined from the
period of roll is long in comparison with the
length of the average reverberation record; thus experimental recordsobtained at sea, by use of
the errors produced by the vertical surging a modified definition of RL. The amplitudes
recorded on the 35-mm films, when corrected to
motions are negligible.
When the transducer is in position, pulse the standard gain setting of the amplifier, are
signals are emitted and the amplifier gain steps proportional to the square root of the electric
are adjusted in magnitude and sequenceinterval powergeneratedin the hydrophone.This permits
by visually monitoring the amplitude response the replacementof the power ratio by the square
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records, the band method is generally adopted
except for short range reverberation. The mean
values obtained by the band method are all
reduced by 6 db.

r•

V

AND

I
VOLUME

REVERBERATION

Theory of Idealized Situation

x

Let a projector, located far beneath the ocean
surface and far from the ocean floor, send out a

FIG. 5. The geometry of volume scattering.

of an amplitude ratio.

RL= 10 log(P/Wd 2)= 10 log(a/A)2
= 20 log(a/A),

(2)

where a is the amplitude correspondingto the
reverberation power P and A the amplitude
correspondingto the reference power Wd2.
Examination

of

the

film

records

shows

a

random type of amplitude fluctuation superimposedupon a general trend of amplitude decay
(Fig. 4). The time positions of the fluctuation
maxima and minima change from one record
to the next, even though the two records are

sound pulse of duration to into a homogeneous
medium with speed of sound the same in all
directions and with many identical scatterers
uniformly distributed. Also assume that the
emitted sound intensity is constant over the time
to, which is fairly short.
The geometry of volume scattering is illustrated in Fig. 5. The transducer (projector) is
located at the origin of the coordinateswith the
sound beam

axis directed

in the x direction.

At

a time t, measured from the mid instant of the
emitted signal, echoes will be received at the
transducer (hydrophone) from scatterers found
within a spherical shell of radii r+ro/2, where
made within seconds of each other. Thus, the r=ct/2, ro=cto/2 and c is the velocity of sound.
A small volume element, d V, of this shell is
determination
of reverberation
level must be
statistical, requiring a number of records made depicted in Fig. 5. Assuming random phase disin .rapidsuccession
to insure essentiallythe same tribution, the average intensity of the echo
set of physical conditions.Ten successiverecords received from this volume element will equal the
usually constitute the statistical sample here sum of the intensities of the echoes from the
scatterers contained within the volume element.
used to establish reverberation amplitude.
The jagged amplitude envelope poses diffi- In other words, the acoustic scattering cross
culties in reading. To meet the problem the section of the element will equal the sum of the
the
"point" and "band" methods were tried. In cross sections of the scatterers within
element.
the "point" method, the amplitude of each of
Neglecting the absorption and scattering loss
the ten records is read at a specific time after
emission of the ping. The arithmetical mean of in the medium between the transducer and the
the ten amplitudes is used to determine the RL volume element, the intensity dI• of the reverfor that specifictime. In the "band" method the beration received at the hydrophone from d V
largest amplitude in a time interval equal to will equal
three times the emitted ping duration is read.
dI• = Irnd V/4•-r 2,
(3)
This

is taken

as a measure

of the reverberation

amplitude at the center of the interval. The
arithmetical

determine

mean

the RL

of these maxima

is used to

for the center of the interval

chosen. A number of comparisons ()f the two
metl•()ds

established

the

fact

that

the

band

method gives values which average about 6 db
higher than the point method. Because of the
greater ease of reading amplitudes from the

where I is the incident intensity at d V and m is
the specificscattering crosssectionof the medium
for backward scattering. The specific scattering
coefficient m is usually expressed in units of
square yards per cubic yard. The incident intensity I is

I-- I1q(O,½)r'•,

(4)

where 11is the transmitted sound intensity on the
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completely non-directional transducers. With

sound beam axis of the projector at unit distance
from the source and q(O,r)) is a directionality
factor. The latter function, q(O,½), is unity on
the sound beam axis (0=½=0).
The electrical power, dP, developed in the
hydrophonecircuit by the reverberationd!,. will
also depend on the hydrophone directivity. If
the hydrophone unit differs from the projector
unit, its directivity will also differ and may be
designated by q'(O,r)). At once it follows that

If absorption in the medium is present, it can
be allowed for by subtracting the quantity 2ar
from the right side of the equation. a is the
attenuation coefficient in db per unit distance.

dP=Kq'(O, •)dœ,,

Example of Nearly Ideal Case

(5)

where K is an instrumental constant describing

the hydrophonesensitivity. Combining Eqs. (3)(s),
dP=Kœ•rnq(O,•)q'(O, ½)dV/4rr 4.
(6)

Or, sincedV= r2rocosOdOdq•,
'['he total power received is obtained by integrating Eq. (7) over all angles 0 and ½. Finally

P=(Kœ•mrø/4rr•ø)
o

X q(O,•)q'(O, q•)cosOdOd•. (8)
The quantity Kœ• equals Wd• of Eq. (1).
Hence the quantity, 10 log(P/KI•), is equal to
ß the reverberation level RL previously defined
(Eq. (!)). For conveniencelet
2•r

(RL)•= 10 logm+10 logroq-J•-20 logr.

sound beam is directed

J•,=
10
log
(1/4.)••

down in the sea in water

deep enoughto avoid bottom effects,precautions
thus being taken to avoid scattering which might
from

the

sea surface

and

bottom.

Even with such precautions, the observations
rarely fit the simple Eq. (10). An example of one
of the few cases in which results approximate
this equation is shown in Fig. 6.
This example representsobservationsmade on
June 3, 1942, with the M-S transducers tilted
downwards 60 degreesfrom the horizontal and
placed at a depth of 60 feet. The signal length
was 10 ms. Twenty records were filmed, mea-

sured,and averagedto give the points shownas
solid circles. The solid line on the graph represents Eq. (10) for a value of the scattering coefficient, m, equal to 10-7 yd.-•. The points give a
fair fit to the calculated

.•r/2

(10)

In order to insure that only volume reverberation is being picked up, a relatively narrow

be received

dP= (Kœ•mro/4rr2)q(O,
q•)q'(O,q•)cosOdOdqL(7)

•

these definitions, the idealized theory of volume
reverberation gives the volume reverberation
level (in db) as,

line.

Typical Situations--Deep Scattering Layers

Xq(O, q•)q'(O,O) cosOdOd½
. (9)
Jv is called the volume reverberation index. It is

inherently negative in sign and equals zero for

Although the reverberation records present
such a large variety of forms that one has difficulty in selecting representative samples, certain features are found in practically all records
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6. Volume Reverberation. Sound beam directed

60

degrees downwards. An example of an ideal case' the
straight line representsan inverse square dependenceof
reverberation intensity on range.

FIG. 7. Volume Reverberati.on.Sound beam directed 60
degreesdownwards.Peaks A, B, and C are producedby
horizontal layers of high scattering power. The straight
line representsan inverse square dependenceof reverberation intensity on range.
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have shown that this layer nilgrates diurnally.
The principal features of the migration are the
movement upward toward the surface at sunset
and the movement

downward

at sunrise.

Horizontally Directed Projector
•ß -180

Usually when a sound projector, located near
the surface, is directed horizontally, scattering
FIG. 8. Volume Reverberation. Sound beam directed
from the surfacerendersit difficult or impossible
vertically downward. Peak A is produced by a single to separate the volume reverberation from surscattering layer at a depth of approximately 300 yards;
face reverberation. Occasionally, however, the
B, by reflection from the bottom.
surface is calm enough to render surface reverwhen the projector beam is directed down into beration negligible. Such a situation is depicted
the sea and these are depicted in Figs. 7 and 8. in Fig. 9.
This figure depicts observations made on
Figure 7 represents observations made on
June 8, 1942, with the M-S transducers directed August 5, 1942, with the R-S transducer at a
down 60 degreesfrom the horizontal at a depth depth of 20 feet and its sound beam directed
of 60 feet. The signal length was 8 ms. Ten suc- horizontally. The signal length was 11 ms. Revercessiverecordswere averaged and the data ob- beration level averages obtained from ten suctained are plotted as solid circles. The straight cessiverecordsare plotted as solid points. Even
line depictsEq. (•0) for a scatteringcoefficient with a sound beam leaving the projector in a
m of 5 X 10-s yd.-•. Large departures from the horizontal direction, the deep scattering layer
simple theory of uniform distribution of scat- A is observable on the record, not as promiterers are noted. These departures are causedby nently as with the downward directed projector,
but still observable. The very rapid decreaseof
the fact that the scatterers in the ocean are not
distributed uniformly throughout the medium temperature with depth, which was found in the
but are stratified into horizontal layers of con- ocean on this date, caused a strong downward
centrations which vary with depth. In Fig. 7 refraction of the "horizontal" sound beam, and
thus the beam reached into the deep scattering
three such layers are seen at A, B, and C.
Figure 8 is more representative than Fig. 7 layer. The thermal condition prevailing during
of conditions usually observed during the day- these observationsand the resultant ray diagram
light hours. It representsobservationsmade on are shown.
August 5, 1942, with the R-S transducerdirected
•m-12o
vertically downwards.The signallength is 12 ms.
Ten successiverecords were averaged and the
data obtained are plotted as solid points.
In this figure, the principal feature of volume
scattering is the strong peak marked A at a
•

depthc;f300yards.The peakB is dueto sound
reflected from the ocean bottom from a depth of
1300 yards. Although observations made from
month to month or even from day to day rarely
duplicate Fig. 8 in detail, the scattering layer,
at a depth of abou.t 300 yards, is the most persistent feature of daylight observations of
volume scattering made off the California coast.
Subsequent observations reported elsewhere•
• C. E. Duvall and R. J. Christensen,"Stratification of
sound scatterersin the ocean," J. Acous. Soc. Am. 18, 254
(1946).
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horizontally. Ocean surface smooth enough to render
surface reverberation negligible. Peak A produced by
deep scattering layer. Temperature variation with depth
and its effect on the sound rays are shown in the lower

half of the figure.
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From the above examplesit is seenthat volume
reverberation is a variable phenomenon.Values
of the specific scattering power m vary with
depth at a given position and time and vary
with time at a given position. At the scattering
layer depth of about 300 yards the values observed during the daylight hours are usually
greater than at other depths. Below the region of
high scattering, a systematic decrease in m is
observed. As a matter of fact, the smallest observed

value

of m was

found

well

below

the

scattering layer. The magnitudes of observed
values of m range between the rough limits of
10-9 yd. -• to 10-5 yd.r •.
Causes of Volume

Reverberation

The work reported here had as its original
objective the measurement of the scattering
power and spatial distribution of the scatterers
responsible for reverberation. Little or no effort
was expendedon the problemof the identification
of the scatterers,and this question still remains
largely unanswered. The diurnal movements of
the scattering layer indicate strongly that the
causes of scattering are to be found primarily
in biological organisms,since many forms of life
ß

in the sea are known

to exhibit

diurnal

move-

ments. The determination of the particular life
forms responsiblefor the scattering is a problem
for future investigations.
SURFACE

SEA

Separation of Surface and Volume
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FIG. 10. Surface and Volume Reverberation.The short
range surface reverberation obtained with the horizontal

beam is approximately 20 db higher than the volume
reverberationobtained with the beam directed vertically
downward.Peaksat A and B representscatteringlayers.

Fig. 10. They were made on July 9, 1942, with
the M-S transducers when the sea's surface was

liberally covered with whitecaps. The upper
curve represents observations made with the
transducers directed horizontally; the lower
curve, observations made a short time later with

the transducers directed vertically downward.
At ranges less than about 300 yards, the upper
curve is well above the lower one. Clearly the
initial portion of the reverberation, resulting
from the horizontally directed beam, originates
at or closeto the sea's surface. Therefore, it is of
interest to investigate the type of reverberation
decay which might be expected for scattering
originating at the surface and then to compare
theory with experiment.
Idealized

Situation

The simpletheory of surfacereverberation
follows a point of view similar to that adopted
for volume

REVERBERATION
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reverberation.

The

difference

in the

type of reverberation is due only to the fact
that

in surface reverberation

the scatterers

are

Reverberations

found not throughout the volume of the sea but
in the ocean surface or in a shallow layer extending a short distance beneath the surface. The
scattering power of the surface or surface layer
is specifiedas the scatteringcrosssectionper unit
area, a dimensionlessquantity called n.
to eliminate volume reverberation
from surface
Using the coordinate system of Fig. 5, let the
reverberation measurements completely. The
mitigating circumstancethat permits the obser- z axis be perpendicular to the sea's surface, and,
vation of surface reverberation is the fact that, as before, let the sound beam axis be directed in
under proper conditions, the scattering power of the x direction. Then, following the samedevelopthe surface is greater than that of the scatterers ment as for volume reverberation, the power dP
delivered to the receiver by scattering from a
within the volume of the sea.
While it is relatively easy to observe voluine
reverberation free from surface reverberation by
directing'the transducersdown into the medium,
the converse does not hold, for it is impossible

Observations illustrating the separation of
surface and volume

reverberation

are shown in

surface element, dS, is

dP = Kllrtq(O, rk)q'(0, rk)dS/4•rr4.

(11)
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It will be noted that for any given range 0 is a
constant, 0 being defined by O=sin-•(D/r) where
D is the transducer depth. The surfaceelement,
dS, is that portion of the surface included
between the concentricspheresof radii r-+-ro/2
and the planes ½ and ½q-d½.Its area is
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beration decay predictedby Eq. (15) dependson
the nature of J•(O) and on the dependenceof n
on range. The simplest form assumes n to be
constant; occasionally, observed surface rever-

beration is of this type.
Figures 1'1and 12 illustrate two casesof this
simple type. Both observations were made on
dS= rrodr).
(12)
May 8, 1942, with the M-S transducersplaced at
Hence the total poxvet,an expressionanalogous a depth of 20 feet. In obtaining the data of Fig.
to Eq. (8), is
11, the transducers were oriented with the broad

portionof {:hebeamin theverticalplanesothat
the directivity in the vertical plane was negP=(KI•nro/4•rr3)
føq(O,
r))q'(O,
r))dr).
(13)
ligible for values of 0 correspondingto the obThe surface reverberation

index is a function of 0

and is designated.[8(0), which has a value given
bv the expression

served ranges. Under these conditions, J•(O) is
constant and Eq. (15) has a very simple form,
giving a 30-db drop in reverberation level for
each tenfold increase in range. The solid line
represents Eq. (15) for n equal to 3 X 10-L The
plotted points representaveragesof 36 successive
records. The signal length is 8 ms.
In the observationsof Fig. 12 the M-S transducers were turned so that the beam pattern
showed high directivity in the vertical plane.
Hence, J•(O) was dependent on range. The solid
curve was calculated from Eq. (15), assuming
n=5 X 10-•. The plotted points represent averages of 30 successiverecordswith signal lengths

J.•(O)
=10
log
(1/2•)•
q(O,
½)q'(O,
4)d4
. (14)
The comI)lete expression for surface reverberation level, analogousto Eq. (10), is

(RL)8 = 10 log(n/2)q- 10 logr0
q-J•(0)-30

logr.

(15)

Since 0 is a function of range, the form of rever-

of 8 ms. •
RANGE, YD

03

IO

IOO

IOOO

IO,OOO

Prevalent

Situations

I•1 -80

Agreement of the observationsof Figs. 11 and
12 with the simple theory is seento be very good,
I
le e
but the quality of the agreement is exceptional
•,•-140
OBSER½'6
I
_
THEORETICAL
I
rather than typical. In many casesthe decay is
much too rapid to agree with simple theory. The
FIG. 11. SurfaceReverberation.Comparisonof observed
cause of this rapid decay is not clearly underand calculated surface reverberation. Measurements were
made with the M-S transducerswith the broad pattern in stood. It may be causedby a greater than inverse
the vertical planeand with the beam directedhorizontally.
square transmissionlossas the sound goesto the
-I

• -I00
• -120

RANGE,

o.

iO

IOO

YD

IOOO

IO,OOO

surface and back, or by a decrease in the scattering coefficientwith a decreasingangle, 0.

a. Effect of refraction.--One possible cause of
a rapid drop of reverberation level with range
I•-140
is downward refraction. When the temperature
decreasesrapidly with depth, the sound beam
• -160
THEORETICAL
B
is bent downwardsaway from the surface.Figure
13 illustrates such a phenomenon. The thermal
FIG. 12. Surface Reverberation.Comparison of observed conditions at the surface and the sound ray of
and calculated
surface reverberation.
The data were
maximum range are shown in Fig. 13A. Figure
taken on the same day as thoseillustrated in Fig. 11, but
• -120
--

ß

ß

OBSERVED

the horizontally directed transducers were oriented to
give high directionality in the vertical plane. The theoretical line takes into account the beam pattern.

13B shows the reverberation observations; the

arrow indicates the greatest range from which
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13. Surface Reverberation. Effect of downward
on reverberation

with

beam

directed

horizon-

tally: (A) bathythermogramand correspondingray diagram; (B) comparison of observed results with those
calculated from simple ray theory. The sharp drop, at the
point designatedby the arrow, correspondsto the range
at which the limiting sound ray leaves the surface.
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Fro. 14. Surface Reverberation.Levels as a function of wind
speed at specifiedranges.

level with wind speed.At ranges of 800 yards or
more the changewith wind speedis so small that
it is hardly significantcomparedwith the scatter

surfacescattering is to be expected.The observed of the observations themselves. Furthermore, the
drop occurscloseenough to the predicted drop levels of these longer-range observations are of
to give reasonableassurancethat this explana- the order of magnitude of the levels expected
tion is the correct one.
from volume reverberation alone, and it is probb. Effect of wind speed.--The effect of wind on able that surface scattering contributes very
surface reverberation is essentially a secondary little if at all to the observed reverberation.
effect. The primary effect is surface roughness,
As already explained, each of the plots of Fig.
frequency of whitecaps, concentration of air 14 represents the dependenceon wind speed of
bubbles,or someother property of the seawhich the reverberation level of scattered sound from
is, in turn, dependenton wind speed.Becauseof a givenrange. The straight line in each plot has
this indirect relationshipwith the winds, the cor- been fitted to the data by the method of least
relation between wind speed and reverberation squares.The set of straight lines permits a plot
is not expectedto be very good,and this is indeed of reverberation level and range for any desired

the case.However, the correlation,even though wind speed up to 18 miles per hour. Three such
not very good, does suggest that there is a real
curves are plotted in Fig. 15. They depict reverdependenceof surface reverberation upon wind beration level decay at wind speedsof 6, 12, and
speed.
18 miles per hour. Since there is no reason to
Figure 14 presents the results of nine sets of believe that the reverberation level for ranges
observationsat wind speedsvarying from 6 to 18 of 800 yards and beyond is affected by the wind
miles per hour. They were made during July and speed, no attempt is made to show such a deAugust, 1942, with the R-S transducer directed

pendence.Accordingly, the observations for such
horizontally at a depth of 20 feet and with a rangesare averaged together, and the three curves
signal length of 10 ms. Reverberation level is are united into one for ranges beyond 800 yards.
plotted as a function of wind speedfor selected
Surface Scattering Coefficients
ranges from 80 yards to 3200 yards.
It is seen that at ranges of 400 yards or less
Magnitudes of the surface scattering coefthere is a significant increase of reverberation ficient n can be calculated from the graphs of
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FIG. 15. Surface Reverberation.Level variation with range
at wind speedsof 6, 12, and 18 miles per hour.

Figs. 14 and 15. This has been done only for the
shortest range, 80 yards. At greater ranges, the
effects of refraction, mentioned above, may
reduce, by an unknown amount, the apparent
scattering coefficient below its true value. Since
the transducer was at a depth of 20 feet, a range
of 80 yards correspondsto a grazing angle, 0, of
4.8 degrees.Scattering coefficientscalculated for
this range and grazing angle vary from 10-ø at
6 miles per hour wind speed to 5X10 -3 at 18
miles per hour.
BOTTOM

REVERBERATION

Idealized

Situation

Since bottom reverberation originates at the
surface of the ocean bottom, it is qualitatively
similar to surface reverberation. Hence, the
theory developedin the precedingsectionwould

be expectedto be directly applicable to bottom
reverberation. While this is true in principle,
there are important differences which usually
make it easily possible to distinguish bottom
reverberation

from surface reverberation.

Reverberation is commonly observedwith the
transducer mounted just below the bottom of

the ship and directed horizontally, and thus the
range from which bottom reverberation is first
returned is usually longer than that corresponding to surface reverberation.
Another distinguishing characteristic is scattering power--that of the bottom is usually
greater. Consequently, when echo-ranging is
(lone in shallow water, bottom reverberation
usually dominates surface and volume rever-

beration, except for ranges less than that at
which the lower edge of the sound beam strikes
the bottom.

An example of an unusually simple case of
bottom reverberation is illustrated in Fig. 16.

o

CORRECTED
I ]

J

Fro. 16. •ottom Reverberation.
A simple casein which the
scattering, when corrected for beam pattern, shows an
inverse fourth power dependenceon range•the solid line.
Here the scatteringcoefficientis proportional to the sine
of the grazing angle.
Observations

were made over an area with

an

oceandepth of 75 feet and with a flat, but rocky,
bottom.

The

M-S

transducers

were oriented

in

their mounting so that their maximum directivity lay in the vertical plane and were then
placedat a depth of 10 feet with the soundbeam
directed horizontally. Thirteen successive records were averaged to give the solid points
plotted in the figure.
In the locality where these observationswere
made, the bottom was rough and the scattering
was strong. It is safe to assume that all of the
observed

reverberation

is due to bottom

scat-

tering, and thereforethat the equation of surface
reverberation is applicable.
In order to eliminate the effect of projector
directivity on the decay curve and thereby to
permit the focusingof attention on the scattering
itself, the observed solid points were corrected
by subtractingthe quantity, (Js(O)- Js(O)), from
the reverberation levels. These corrected points,
shown as open circlesin the plot, representthe
reverberation
levels that would have been observed with a transducer which is non-directional

in the vertical plane and which has a reverberation index J•(0) in the horizontal plane. The
angle 0 used in making this correction is the
grazing angle at the bottom and is given by
O=sin-l(D/r),

(16)

where D is the bottom depth and r is the range.
The corrected equation has the form
(RL)• = 10 log(n/2) + 10 logr0
q-J•(0)-30

logr,

(17)

which, for constant n, represents a 30-db drop
for each tenfold increase in range. Actually the
observations give a 40-db drop for this range
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increase, thereby indicating that the scattering
coefficient n decreasedwith increasing range and
therefore with decreasing grazing angle. Good
agreementwith observationsis obtained if it is
assumed that n is directly proportional to the
sine of the grazing angle 0, such that

J
ß

b•,-120

•' -160

i1: -2oo

0

n = no sin0.
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(18)

2000

•)00
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I000

TEMPERATURE,OF
2000

55

65

0

This relation, combinedwith Eqs. (16) and (17),
gives the equation

200
uJ

(RL)s = 10 log(noD/2) + 10 logr0
-+-Js(0) -40 logr,

which is shown as the solid line in Fig. 16. This
theoretical line yields a value of no equal to 0.2.

Other Examples of Bottom Reverberation

I

400

(19)

I

I

i

i

i

Fro. 18. Bottom Reverberation.Another complex case.
The bottom is sand-and-mud. Appreciable reverberation
from ranges beyond the peak at 500 yards is attributable
to bottom

reflections.

cases, the R-S transducer was directed hori-

zontally at a depth of 20 feet.
Even though taken closelyspacedin time, the
bottom reverberation are as simple as the exdata
plotted on the two graphs show marked
ample depictedin Fig. 16. Most observationsare
differences,
differenceswhose major features can
much more complicated, so much so that Eqs.
be
understood
by a study of bottom profiles and
(15) and (19) cannot be relied upon for quanray
diagrams.
The ray diagrams show the caltitative predictions. Even so, these equations
culated
paths
of sound rays which leave the
are useful when a qualitative picture of bottom
transducer
at
various
angles measured from the
reverberation is sought.
It

should not be assumed that

all cases of

Examplesof someof the ways in which complexity arises are shown in .Figs. 17 and 18.
These figures depict bottom reverberation recordedon July 29, 1942,in two localities:Fig. 17
representsrecordingsover a mud bottom and
Fig. 18 over a sand-and-mudbottom. In both

horizontal.

.J

Each of the reverberation graphs has a strong
peak A approximately at the range where the
beam axis strikes the bottom. This peak occurs
at shorter range in Fig. 18 than in Fig. 17
becausethe depth is smaller. However, the most
striking difference between the two curves is
found in the portions following the major peaks
A. In Fig. 17--observations taken over mud

iA•-12o

the reverberationdecaysrapidly to a negligible

a3 -80
.

level at ranges beyond the far edge of the sound
beam. In Fig. 18--observations taken over mudand-sand--the peak A is followed by two more
peaks and then by a slow decay. Thus, rever-

z

e, -160

e, -2oo
0

I000

2000

3000

RANGE
, YD
I000

TEMPERATURE,
OF
2000

50

60

70

o , i i ,

bottom, beyond the range where the forward edge
of

:• 400
800

beration is not cut off, as in the case of the mud

I

I

Fro. 17. Bottom Reverberation. A complex case. The
bottom is mud; the thermal condition and the resulting

ray diagram are shown in the lower half of the figure.
The rapid decay beyond the peak at 1600 yards is due to
low specularreflectionfrom the mud.

the

sound

beam

strikes

the

bottom.

Suf-

ficient sound, it seems, is reflected forward by
the sand-and-mud surface to permit appreciable
reverberation at long ranges. It is safe to assume
that

the forward

reflected

sound suffers several

successivebottom reflections on its way from the
transducer and, similarly, that the backward
scattered sound also suffersreflections on its way
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These observations indiof sand and mud is a better

AND

back to the transducer.

and

cate that a mixture

10 db for each tenfold increaseof ping length (see
Eqs. (8), (10), (13), and (15)). Using the band
method of averaging, the reverberation intensity
was measured as a function of time and ping
length. At as many as ten different times during
the reverberation decay, reverberation intensities and ping lengthswere compared. Figure 19
depicts the theoretical relationship as a solid
line. Experimental values follow the theoretical
curve for ping lengths up to 40 yards.
The film records (e.g., Fig. 4) show a marked
dependenceof the coherence
of the receivedreverberation on the emitted ping length. By coherence
is meant the tendency for a high amplitude to be
followed by a high amplitude. In general, the
amplitude envelopeappears to be a sequenceof
"blobs" which, on the average, have a length
about that of the emitted signal. This presents
evidence that the scattering properties of the
bulk of the scatterers have not changed appreciably in a time equal to the pulseduration (up to
0.1 second in this study). Yet from record to
record, taken one secondapart, there appears to
be no coherence.This latter effect may be caused
by (i) a change in the scatterers during one
second or (ii) movement of the source and
receiverdue to the ship'smotion or (iii) a combination of (i) and (ii).

reflector of sound than mud alone. However,

mud, in its ability to scatter sound backward at
the grazing angles correspondingto the peak
level A, is as strong as, or perhaps somewhat
stronger than, sand-and-mud.
Bottom Scattering Coefficients

From the above examples, it is apparent that
the levels of bottom

reverberation

are affected

by other factorsthan the specificscatteringpower
of the bottom itself. Thus, the error of determination of the scattering coefficient is large
under the normal

conditions

in which bottom

reverberation is usually observed. The experiments reported here, which were made in order
to establish the order of magnitude of reverberation levels under practical conditions, are
not suitable for the detailed study of the scat-

tering powerof the oceanbottom. These experiments do establish, however, the fact that various

types of bottom showlarge differencesin backward scattering. The greatest scattering comes
from rock bottoms; next, mud bottoms, curiously

enough; and then sand bottoms. The order of
magnitudeof the scatteringcoefficientat grazing
anglesof 5 to 10 degreesis 10-3 for rock bottoms
and 10 -a for sand bottoms.

The observations represented by Fig. 16
indicate that scattering coefficientsdepend on
grazing angle. Becauseof refraction complications illustrated in Figs. 17 and 18, it is not

that

RAITT

the reverberation

level should

increase

SUMMARY

Simple theory indicates(i) that reverberation
intensity is directly proportionalto the sound
possibleto determine the nature of this desourceintensity and to the ping length; (ii) that
pendencefor these cases.
volume reverberation intensity varies inversely
REVERBERATION
AND PING
LENGTH
as the squareof the range (the reverberation
Theory asserts that reverberationintensity level decreases 20 db for a tenfold increase in
should be directly proportional to ping length range); and (iii) that surface reverberation
intensityvariesinverselyas the third powerof
PlN• I. IrN•,•H, to, YO
o

20

40

14

6o

80

Ioo

therange(thereverberation
leveldecreases
30 db

for a tenfoldincreasein range),exceptthat if the
range is too short, elaborate calculationsare
necessary
and the dependence
on rangeis somewhat changed.At certaintimesand undercertain
conditions,presumablywhen oceanconditions
are thosepostulatedby theory,observedreverberationlevelsagreewiththeoretical
values.Such
FIG. 19. Reverberation intensity as a function of ping agreement, however, is relatively uncommon.
le.ngth. The intensityis approximately
proportional
to Under most conditions,deep scatteringlayers-ping length.
•THEORET[CAL

GRAPH
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REVERBERATION
the

non-uniform

distribution

of

scatterers--

cause volume reverberation levels to depart

markedly from the simple theory; also, a combination of refraction, wind, and other factors
may causea decreasein surfacereverberation
level with range which is too rapid to be in
agreementwith simpletheory.
When the soundbeam is projectedhorizontally
in deep water, both surface and volume reverberationmight be observed.At short ranges(less
than 500 yards) and high wind speeds(great
roughnessof the sea surface),surfacereverberation is strongand overshadows
volumereverberation; at shortrangesand low wind speeds,surface
reverberationis negligibleand is overshadowed
by volume reverberation; and at long ranges
(beyond1000 yards) volume reverberationovershadowssurface reverberation at all wind speeds
and, in fact, is not affectedby the wind. Also, for
rangesbeyond 1000 yards attenuation entersas
an important factor, causingthe reverberation
level to fall off more rapidly than that predicted
by simple scatteringalone.
In shallow water, bottom reverberation may
well be a dominant part of the observedreverberation. It is always combined with volume
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Then too, the ocean surface, by reflecting
scattered sound, is a means of increasing bottom
reverberation.

Volume scattering coefficients are found between the rough limits of 10-• yd. -• and 10-5
yd.-l; surface scattering coefficientsmay vary
from 10-6 at six miles per hour wind speed to
3 X 10-3 at 18 miles per hour; bottom scattering
coefficients at grazing angles of from 5 to 10
degreesare found to be of the order of 10-• for
rock bottoms

and of 10 -3 for sand bottoms.
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